
“Master, master, we are perishing, terrifying waves tower above us obscuring
everything around us. Is this how it is all going to end?”

Fortunately, I have never been in that situation, although once, when
swimming at Alcala the sea suddenly got very rough indeed and we needed
cool heads to get back with only minor scratches.

Have any of you been in a life-threatening situation? If so, you will better
understand how the disciples felt.  It is too easy to look critically at the lack of
faith of the disciples, but if we have not experienced the terror, we are not
entitled to judge those who have. For a moment the immediate threat of
catastrophe excluded all other thoughts.  But even in these moments,
somewhere out there is the big picture, momentarily driven from our
perspective.  But the big picture is always important, as our readings today
illustrate.  To get the most out of them remember the old cliché, ‘a text without
a context is just a pretext.’

Whenever the book we call Genesis took its final form the underlying elements
were in circulation beforehand.  But there was another creation story in the
wider Babylonian world which Israel shared.  Two gods, Marduk and Tiamet
had a fight to the death and Marduk the Victor used the body of his victim as
material to create the world.  In this version humans were just annoying,
subservient, insignificant bit-part actors.  Genesis says ‘no’, the world is the
loving, deliberate creation of a God who cares about his creation.  If you start
to debate whether the Genesis account is meant to be taken literally you are in
danger of missing the main thrust.  The context of Babylonian culture is the
backdrop and our text proclaims that that culture is wrong because God
purposefully created the world and is actively involved in promoting it.
Unfortunately, people tend to mess things up, but that doesn't nullify God's
purpose. Those who look on the state of affairs as the fortuitous concourse of
atoms are simply wrong.  The Hebrews rightly celebrated the joys of an almost
paradise-like vision of the world in the psalm we heard today.  Nature shouts
and sings together for joy.  I think we should visit this psalm more often.

But, as we know all too well, life doesn't always look like that.  When John
penned his vision the outlook was bleak indeed.  The context of the reading
from Revelation is the dominant Roman Empire where the Emperor had a
semi-divine status.  Ranged against this institution was a motley collection of
slaves, white-van men and other nonentities.  The power of Rome was
pervasively displayed throughout the Empire.  From statues reminding people



of their conquerors to the more sinister presence of armies and crucified
victims. What chance did the church have?

Rome put on a good show of its power. So in John's vision we have a
counterblast.  You think Rome looks impressive, you ain't seen nothing yet.
Just wait till you see what God can lay on.  When Stalin was proposing some
action it was pointed out the Pope would not be pleased.  “How many divisions
does the Pope have?” Stalin retorted.  But naked power doesn't always win,
despite what Stalin's successor seems to think.

John was encouraging a Church under pressure, but his message did not mean
that everyone would sail through without problems.  We know that many of
those early Christians paid the ultimate penalty and even John himself was
having a hard time of it.  We cannot see with the clarity we desire what God is
doing at any moment and to pretend otherwise is presumptuous.  But although
we don't know all the answers, we know a man who does.  Sometimes it can
seem he is not paying attention, but Jesus has his ear tuned to our call.  I don't
know about you but if I find myself overwhelmed, I tend to freeze like a rabbit
caught in the headlights.  Not the most trusting of responses!  We have to learn
to expect to find God in the most dark corners of life.  Even the well-known
great wave of the Japanese artist is not big enough to blot out all light.

I like to think that those early Christians would have been greatly encouraged
when they read his letter, and I would like to think that we are too.  Certainly
we are living in troubled times.  What with international tensions looking as
though they could boil over, domestic inflation rearing its ugly head again, and
doubts being raised on how our health services and police forces can cope,
there are enough storm clouds around to depress even the most optimistic.
And indeed we may find that life is not as comfortable as it used to be.

The communion hymn today is “I heard the voice of Jesus say ‘come unto me
and rest, lay down thou weary one lay down your head upon my breast’. I came
to Jesus as I was, weary and worn and sad, I found in him a resting place and he
has made me glad.”

A great hymn, as long as we remember it is not the whole story.  But when the
going gets tough we need to be reminded that behind the temporary eclipse
the sun is still shining.

In today's creation account we read that God breathed life into Adam.  In
John's Gospel when the risen Lord appears to the frightened disciples, he
breathes life into them (the same word).  Just as those early disciples were



recreated to pristine new life so we too have been recreated by Jesus.  So come
rain or shine ‘lead kindly light’ could be our theme even though sometimes
that light is temporarily obscured.

Last week in his sermon John reminded us that Jesus showed that no trouble,
difficulty or even death is meaningless, for he is transforming this world, and
we are part of that process.  So remember that even when Jesus appears to be
taking no notice, he is still around helping us achieve his plan.


